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5 Home Maintenance Projects to
Tackle this Fall
(StatePoint) Fall
is the perfect time
to complete those
pesky home maintenance projects
left on your to do
list. If you’ve been
putting off these
chores, you’re not
alone, but it could

Don’t be stuck
with a hefty roof
repair bill. Have
it inspected to see
if any shingles are
damaged and need
to be replaced. The
fall season is the
optimal time to do
so, since roofing is
best installed when
temperatures are
cooler. Plus, you’ll
Make sure you’re
protected by focus- catch any problems before winter
ing on these five
weather kicks in.
areas:
cost you. In fact,
a national survey
from Erie Insurance shows many
Americans are
putting themselves
and their homes at
financial risk by
delaying important
home maintenance
tasks.

• The Roof:

Twenty-three
percent of homeowners admit
they never inspect
their roof or have
it inspected unless
there is a problem,
according to the
Erie Insurance survey. Unfortunately,
replacing a roof is
also one of the biggest expenses a homeowner may have
if not maintained
properly. Nationally, the average
homeowner spends
about $6,600 to
install a new roof,
but prices can
soar upwards of
$20,000.

• The
Gutters:

Make sure downspouts drain away
from the foundation and are clear
of debris. Clogged
gutters can lead
to major issues
like uneven floors,
cracks in walls
and interior water damage. This
type of claim, also
known as seepage,
is a maintenance
issue and often not
covered under your
home insurance
policy. To prevent
any major issues,
clean gutters at
least twice a year in
fall and spring.

• The Dryer
Exhaust
Duct: Does it

take you two to
three cycles to dry
a load of laundry?
If so, you may need
to clean your dryer
vent. One in five
(21 percent) admit
they never clean
their clothes dryer
ducts, unless they
have a problem.
But lint build-up
can catch fire easily. Over 15,000
dryer fires occurred nationwide
from 2010-2014,
with the majority
being ignited by
dust, fiber and lint,
according to the
National Fire Protection Association.
Avoid this disaster
with a thorough
cleaning at least
once a year.

• The
Fireplace
Chimney: Erie
Insurance found
nearly half (46
percent) of people
who own a home
with a fireplace
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The “deadline” for classifieds is Tuesday @ 5 pm.

never have their
chimneys cleaned.
However, uncleaned chimneys
are a leading cause
of structure fires,
reports the National
Fire Protection
Association. So,
get the chimney
cleaned before the
cold weather hits
and you find yourself tossing logs in
the hearth to keep
the house toasty,
and then have it
cleaned annually.

• The Sump
Pump and
Pit: Sump pumps

remove excess
water from homes
that would otherwise cause property damage. It’s
important to clean
a sump pump and
its pit annually to
keep basements dry
and help prevent
mold growth and
water damage. Do
this maintenance
project in fall to
help protect against
heavy rainfalls and
accumulated melting snow and ice of
winter.

For more information on how you
can protect your
home through the
seasons, visit www.
ErieInsurance.com.
Now that you have
your checklist, it’s
time to roll up your
sleeves while it’s
still nice outside.
Whether you’re a
DIYer or prefer hiring a professional,
crossing these
projects off your
to-do list will help
ensure you’re safe
and secure before
temperatures drop.
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What You
Need to Know
About Chimney
Cleaning
Statistics show
that 46 percent of
homeowners that
have a fireplace
and chimney have
never had them
cleaned and swept.
The soot build up
can leave residue
on furniture, walls,
and floors, and can
be a hazard that
leads to home fires.
Luckily, the experts at the Chimney Doctor have
the answers to all
chimney cleaning
questions.

vapor contains
chlorides and
combines to form
hydrochloric acid,
which accelerates
the deterioration
process inside the
flue. Often times,
• Gas flues: gas blockages and collapses occur. This
is a clean burn• Wood-burning: ing fuel; however, can lead to dangerto supplement or
ous carbon monoxtoday’s high effias a main source of ciency gas furnaces ide fumes entering
heat undoubtedly
the home.
create some probrequires an annual lems. The teminspection or clean- peratures are much • Oil flues: venting. A good chim- cooler and higher
ing problems exist
ney professional
levels of water
with many chimcan help determine vapor are proneys. Sooty buildup leads to blockthis based on your duced. The water
How often
do I need
to have
my chimney
swept?
This depends on a
number of factors,
starting with the
type of fuel used:

burning habits,
such as type of
wood burned and
chimney condition.
Burning one to two
cords of wood is
often a good gauge.
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ages and obstructed
flue passages.
Routine maintenance is required to
the heating system
and to the chimney,
which vents it. Developing a history
with a chimney
professional will
help determine the
chimney make up
and how frequent
you should have
the venting system
inspected.

You can place an ad over the phone with a credit/debit card.
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inspection takes
about an hour.

Is there a
difference
in chimney
sweeps?
A few factors
should be considered when hiring a
chimney sweep:
How long has the
company been in
business? This is
the first thing that
should be considered. Your friends
Is it a
messy job? and neighbors rely
Your home should on good companies
never be comprothat grow stronger
mised during clean- through the years.
ing. Precautions are Experience counts!
made with the use References should
of a specially
be available from
designed vacuum
the company.
which enters the
system and controls
Does my
the soot and dust
furnace
from entering your
technician
home.
clean the
chimney
What
for our
happens
furnace/
during a
boiler?
chimney
No! Many people
cleaning?
During a chimney believe that the
sweep service, the technician who serchimney profesvices their furnace/
sional removes all boiler cleans their
brushable soot and chimney because
creosote from the
the pipe that leads
venting system.
to the chimney gets
Your chimney
removed. This is
sweep should also
not true...you must
inspect accescall a reputable
sible portions of
chimney company
the chimney to
determine whether to perform a chimadditional concerns ney cleaning.
exist or higher
level of inspection Call the Chimney
is required.
Doctors at 731424-0217 or visit
How long
their office at 730
does it
Airway Blvd. in
take to
Jackson, TN with
sweep a
any other chimney
chimney?
The average chim- and fireplace questions.
ney cleaning and

5 STAR
LAWNCARE

“Personal Classifieds” are $9.00 for 4 weeks, 20 words or less.
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7 Ways to Improve
Energy Efficiency
1. Think Energy
Savings.

Keeping the cool
air in during summer and warm air
in during winter
will require less energy if your home
is well-insulated.
An energy audit
can help you assess your home’s
efficiency and
provide direction
to improve that efficiency.

2. When an

“An energy audit can help you
assess your home’s efficiency and
provide direction to improve that
efficiency.”
(NewsUSA) - With
Old Man Winter
just around the
corner, now is the
time for homeowners to start considering how to make
their abode more
energy-efficient.
After all, an energy-efficient home
not only saves
money, it improves
the comfort of the
home environment.
Follow these tips
by Johns Manville
to ensure that your
house is energy-efficient this winter,
and always:

Audit Is a
Good Thing.
An energy audit
includes checking for air leaks;
inspecting heating
and cooling equipment; checking
light fixtures, appliances and electronics; and assessing
insulation. It will
help determine
if your home is
under-insulated or
just not insulated
properly, as is the
case in many older
homes. Each scenario can be easily
remedied by adding more insulation
or replacing the
existing insulation,
depending on the
situation. For additional savings on
energy upgrades,
visit www.JM.com/
rebatefinder to
find tax incentives
or rebates in your
area.

We appreciate your business!
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the job, it’s easy
Estate Value. to look at unit or
R-Value.
window replacement as the answer.
R-Value is used to Investing in your
However, many
measure insulation home to increase
performance -- the its real estate value times air temperahigher the R-Value, involves more than ture problems can
be remedied in a
improving curb
the greater the
appeal. Increasing less costly manner
insulating power.
the R-Value of your by conducting an
Factors that are
energy audit and
home’s insulation
considered in calmaking the neceswill help lower
culating R-Value
your energy costs, sary changes to eninclude what part
of the home you’re saving you money sure that the walls,
attic and ceiling
for as long as you
assessing (walls,
insulation R-Values
attic, floor or ceil- live there. Plus,
are up to par.
ing) and where you it will be a major
selling point should
live.
you ever decide to 6. Protect
move.
Use the R-Value
Expensive
map found on the
Equipment.
Johns Manville
5. Replacement
website (jm.com)
In extreme tempervs. Improveto calculate the Rment Options. atures -- whether
Value your home
in the cold of
needs for ultimate When your heating winter or the heat
energy efficiency.
and cooling system of summer -- your
isn’t doing
heating and cooling

3. Reach Your

4. Boost Real

systems are working extra hard to
keep air temperature at ideal levels. An up-to-date
R-Value will help
reduce heating and
cooling outputs and
costs, and can also
extend the life of
expensive heating
and cooling equipment.

7. Do It

Yourself:
Insulation
Is Easier
Than You
Think.

Nearly any home
insulation project
can be accomplished with your
own two hands and
the right tools.
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Get started by visiting www.jm.com/
diyvideos or tips,
advice, and videos
on a range of home
insulation solutions.

Play “Dun-Found-It” for your chance to win tickets to the Parisian!
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The Right Contractor:
Key To Successful Paving Project

(NAPS)—Concrete
paver patios, walkways, driveways
and pool decks, as
well as outdoor fire
pits and kitchens,
can improve your
family’s quality of
life and happiness
now and enhance
your home’s curb
appeal and sales
value when the
time comes to sell.

Choosing the right
contractor, however, can make or
break your project.
Interlocking concrete pavement systems are best built
by professional
contractors specializing in segmental
pavement construction. Their training
and experience,
accompanied by
the right equipment

and materials, enable them to complete high-quality
jobs quickly and
safely.

How To Find
A Quality
Contractor

The Interlocking
Concrete Pavement
Institute (ICPI) is
the trade association representing
the concrete paver

industry in the U.S.
and Canada. ICPI
member contractors support installation best practices. In addition,
many ICPI member

contractors employ
ICPI Certified Concrete Paver In-stallers. These installers
have participated in
a training course,
passed an examina-

tion, learned best
installation practices, and documented
their con-crete
paver installation
work experience.
Certified Install-

ers are required to
renew their certification every two
years by continuing their education
in concrete paver
installation. The

Our office hours are Monday-Friday 8am-5pm.
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certification program is designed to
help homeowners
choose contractors
who have Certified
Installers on their
staff and are committed to:

installer’s certifica- concrete paver
tion status.
projects?

outlining the scope
of work and terms
of payment? It
What To Ask 5. Do you have a should include
portfolio of photos start and compleTo further ensure
tion dates (weather
and letters about
a quality installaprevious projects? permitting), detion, homeowners
should ask contracmolition and
tors 10 questions:
6. Can you provide excavation, base
• Providing qualiproof of liabilfied project refer1. How long have ity insurance and
ences
you been installing Workers’ Compensation insurance?
pavers?
• Using best instal(Homeowners
lation practices
should check their
2. Do you have
homeowners inICPI
Certified
Insurance policy for
• Creating value for
stallers?
coverage of the
clients.
contractor while on
3. What percent- the property.)
Homeowners can
find these contrac- age of your total
business consists of 7. Will you install
tors on the free
Contractor Member installing concrete the job per ICPI
pavers?
guidelines?
Search Engine at
www.concretepavers.org. A search
4. Do you have
8. Will you proengine on that web- references from
vide a written,
site can verify the
recent and past
itemized proposal

and paving materials, thickness and
installation, plus
taxes.

9. Do you guarantee the work for
at least a year and
will you return to
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inspect and make
any needed adjustments?

Learn More

Homeowners and
contractors interested in learning
more about ICPI
10. Do you beCertification should
long to the ICPI,
visit the Education
Better Business
& Certification
Bureau or other as- section of www.
sociations?
concretepavers.org.
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We sell
and install
metal roofing

Don’t Just Have It Built....Have It Better Built
Deluxe Model Garages

Vinyl or Wood Siding
Shingled or Metal Roof

Post Frame Buildings
Post 8’ on center
Trusses 4’ on center
29 Gauge 40 Year Metal

Custom Built to fit your needs
Plus off level lot larger garages available
Quality Materials, Not Pre-Fabs,
Carpenter Built, Professional Workmanship

Financing
Available

Various sizes
and styles
available

Some of our optional specialized features:

Glass in overhead doors & walk-in doors • Extra wall height • Extra doors
Any roof pitch you require • Trusses with storage • Extra windows
Concrete driveways and aprons • Breezeways
AVAILABLE WALL COVERINGS: vinyl, wood, masonite, brick, metal, or stone
PLUS MANY MORE - DESIGN YOUR OWN CUSTOM BUILT BUILDING!

We offer Free estimates, references, written warranties, & prior job locations

Compare Our
Quality and
Value Deluxe
Models

270-674-5530 • Toll Free 1-800-804-1577
426 Bethel Church Rd. • Melber, KY • bbgarages.com • haveitbetterbuilt.com
Family owned & operated • Committed to Quality and Customer Satisfaction since 1987

“Picture Classifieds” are $16 for 4 weeks, 20 words or less.
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Six Ways to Bring
Warmth into Your
Home this Fall
(StatePoint) With
the shorter days
and cooler nights
of fall can come the
urge to hibernate.
But first prepare
yourself and your
home for the season with these cozy
and warm accents
that will make
time spent indoors
cozier.

1. Incor-

décor, and the
orange and yellow
tones will complement the changing
leaves outside.
Try picking out a
unique candelabra
or vase or small
decorative pieces to
style the room.

2. Make-

over the
Fireplace.

Fireplace season
porate
is on the horizon,
Metallic
so start thinking
Décor. While about new ways to
make it the focal
you’re breaking
out the pumpkins, point of a room.
Try painting it with
cornstalks and
cornucopias, take a a subtle whitewash
different approach for a look that will
instantly revive
this season and
incorporate copper brick and brighten
the space. Before
or brass accents.
you get started,
These metallic
prep the fireplace
items will elevate

by scrubbing brick
with a wire brush
to remove any residue. Then, tape off
any areas you don’t
want painted with
a quality painter’s
tape like FrogTape
brand painter’s
tape, to prevent
paint bleed and
achieve professional-looking results.

3. Layer,

Layer,
Layer. Bare

floors can make
your home feel
chilly. Warm up a
space by layering
area rugs on hardwood floors or to
an already carpeted
area. Not only will
this add color and
texture to a room,
the extra cushioning will ensure feet
avoid the cold, so
you can keep your
slippers tucked
away.

4. Update
the Guest
Bedroom.

With the holidays
on the horizon,
there’s no better
time to give your
guest bedroom
a cozy update.
Surprise overnight
guests by painting
the room a moody
green or blue that
is on trend and sets
a relaxing tone.
Don’t forget to

incorporate little
touches like books
or a plant on the
nightstand to make
them feel at home.

5. Update

Window
Coverings.
Heavy drapes keep
out drafts and
make a room feel
luxurious. Switch
out summer sheers
for curtains with a
heavier weight, or
layer drapes for an
elegant look.

6. Don’t

Underestimate
the Power
of White
Paint. Vibrant

doesn’t always
have to mean using
bold colors. Make
a space feel brand
new again by repainting wood trim
a crisp white color.
It may seem like
a tedious task, but
with a little effort,
you can completely
transform a room.
Start by filling in
any imperfections,
sanding and cleaning the surfaces to
be painted. Then,
you’ll want to tape
off the wall next
to the trim so your
handiwork looks
like that of a professional. For this
job you’ll want a
quality product like

View the Peddler online on our Facebook page.
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FrogTape painter’s
tape, treated with
patented PaintBlock Technology,
to help ensure your
work looks professional and allows
you to achieve the
sharpest paint lines

possible. When
painting trim, opt
for a semi-gloss
paint to make
elements stand
out. For different
project inspirations,
visit FrogTape.
com.

Grab your pumpkin
spice latte, warm
sweater, and comfortable boots and
start adding little
touches like these
to your home, for
a cozy and stylish
season.
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3 Mini-Makeover Ideas to
Refresh a Room
(StatePoint) Looking to bring new
energy to a space?
Hoping to update that outdated
décor? These easy
tips can help you
revitalize any space
in your home with
minimal time and
effort -- utilizing
color, accessories,
accents and more.

A New Color
Scheme
Looking at the
same wall color
day after day can
be uninspiring.
Consider a new
color scheme to
change the dynamic of your
space. Blue hues
are shown to create
a calming, tranquil
effect, making
them the perfect
choice for a baby’s
nursery or spa-like
bathroom.
Pastels are also a

fun way to stimulate the same soft,
calming effect of
blue, and their less
saturated nature
creates a unique
twist.
Color is also a
great way to explore new looks.
Both coastal and
farmhouse styles
are easy to accomplish through
a neutral color
palette, giving you
plenty of opportunities to incorpo-

rate your unique
style accents.

Find a Focal
Point
When choosing a
design aesthetic,
many find inspiration from an accessory, like a piece of
artwork or textile.
However, highly
functional objects
that feature great
design can also
serve as your muse.
One such example
is a ceiling fan.

Its elevated, and
often central location, can serve as a
stylish focal point,
while enhancing
comfort.
Whether you decide to incorporate
a fan that blends
into the existing
style or opt for a
statement piece, the
addition can help
put a new spin on
your room. Consider stylish, yet
timeless options,
such as the Hep-

Peddler 731-644-9595
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burn from Hunter
Fan Company. Its
mid-century, modern flair is complemented by light
and airy colors,
combined with a
brass finish.

Accessories
and Accents
Revamp a tired
space with new
and inexpensive
accessories. A new
duvet cover, vibrant pillows, or a
statement floor rug
can help to refresh
a room without
a high price tag.
Adding in mixed
metal items can

Our office is located at 512 North Market Street, Paris, TN 38242.
add texture to an
otherwise boring
countertop, while
positioning items
in groups of threes
can create a visually pleasing setup.
Go shopping in
your own home.
You can also
switch things up by
using objects from
around the house,
to make a space
new again. Decorating a built-in
bookshelf with jars,
candles, pottery
and those favorite
items you just can’t
find the right place
for, can make your
room feel new

without having to
purchase anything
at all.
More design tips
and inspiration can
be found at hunterfan.com/inspiration.
Updating a room
doesn’t need to
cost a fortune or
take months to
complete. Minimakeovers that
focus on smaller
details can make all
the difference.

Sunday Services 8am, 9:30am, or 11 am
Youth Services: Wednesday Night 6:15pm

2500 E. Wood St. • Paris, TN
731-641-8822
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How to Optimize
Your Home Office
(StatePoint) The
old 9-to-5 isn’t
what it used to
be. As more companies embrace
telecommuting, a
growing number of
employees are finding that even in the
professional realm,
there’s no place
like home.
Here’s how to set
up a home office
for success.

• Commission
floor plans.

It’s a good idea to
have plans drawn
up by an architect.
Knowing your
exact square footage has tax-savings
implications: If
your home office
is your principal
workplace, you
may qualify for a
home office tax
deduction (for
what the IRS calls
“business use of
your home”) based
on the overall area
of that space. Plus,
an architect may be
able to see beyond walls to find
potential spatial

configurations you
might not have
considered.

• Define your
workspace.

Working from
home may be
an escape from
the monotony of
cubicle land, but
it’s still important
to define your
workspace. If it’s
not possible to turn
an existing room
into your office,
consider using an
uncluttered portion
of your basement,
attic or garage. A
tax deduction applies only to space
used exclusively

as a home office,
so simply putting
a desk in your living room doesn’t
make you eligible,
nor will it prevent
distractions.

• Get
comfortable.

Don’t just grab an
extra dining room
chair. Chair designs
have improved
thanks to ergonomic research over the
last half century.
Choose one that
will keep your
posture vertical and
your mind sharp.

• Get lit.

Ideally, your home

office will have at
least one window,
but also invest in
a swing-arm desk
lamp to provide
ample illumination
for concentrated
tasks.

• Clear
clutter.

Avoid toppling
stacks of documents and make
the recycling bin
your new best
friend. A small filing cabinet should
be able to hold
all your records,
and many home
furnishings can
be repurposed if a
filing cabinet feels
too corporate.

Peddler 731-644-9595
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• Grow
something.

Want to see old editions of the Peddler? Visit the Archives via our Facebook page! September 28, 2017
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• Keep a
schedule.

• Communicate.

Responding
promptly to emails
Not only are there Online newsfeeds
and calls lets
health benefits as- and day-to-day
housework can
co-workers know
sociated with keep- be distracting.
that you’re reliing plants indoors, Approach workable. Substitute
they’ll be there
ing at home with
face-to-face time
the same level of
when you need
with FaceTime
professionalism
to take a break. A
(or another videoyou’d bring to
little gentle prunenabled commuan office setting.
ing can prove
Display a clock and nication service).
meditative, and can wall calendar for
Thanks to such
be a good way to
visual reminders of technology, you
refocus.
deadlines.
can share space

with co-workers a
continent away.

• Take breaks.

Anyone familiar
with water cooler
chatter knows that
offices are highly
social. That’s an
aspect of your day
that can feel like
it’s missing. So
step outside every
few hours; wave
to your neighbor
or walk to a coffee
shop.
For more home
office tips, visit
topicarchitecture.
com.
By adopting a few
design strategies
and organizational
habits, you can
get your best work
done from your
home office.

Stop by and see us at 512 North Market Street, Paris, Tennessee!
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10 Ways to Add
Colorful Curb Appeal
to Your Home

(StatePoint) Want
to give your home
a dash of curb
appeal? Focus on
color, say experts.

“The home exterior
is an open palette,
and there’s so
much opportunity
to add curb appeal
with colorful accents,” says color
expert Kate Smith,
chief color maven
with Sensational
Color.

*

*minimum of $160

DaVinci Roofsapes
to quickly visualize how different
colors and products
will look on your
home.
• Make landscaping decisions with
color top-of-mind.
Either go for a
vibrant and natural
look, or create a
stylized look with
patterns and designs.

an online visualizer, to select one
with color and distinction. Available
at haascreate.com,
the tool allows you
to upload a photo
of your home then
select different garage door styles to
see what will work
best on your home.

• Give your mail
carrier a warmer
welcome. Spruce
up your mailbox
• Replace the
with a fresh coat
Here are 10 ways
numbers on your
of paint. Or, if
to give your house house or clean the it’s rusty or splina colorful facelift. old ones. Brass will tered, replace it.
certainly stand out There are many
• No matter what
on most housing
styles available, so
style your home is, materials; however, consider selecting
the roof is a major you may prefer to
something with
aspect of its curb
use large colorful
character.
appeal -- someaccent numbers to
times as much as
contrast with your • Add decorative
40 percent of the
home exterior.
glass windows for
view. So think
a distinctive ac• Forget about
about it first. Use
cent to your home
free online resourc- your bland, boring exterior. An assortes like the new
garage door. Use
ment of square,
Top Down Color
free online resourc- geometric and oval
es like HaasCreate, shaped options are
visualizer from

Peddler 731-644-9595
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The Peddler is now on Facebook! Like us today!
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7

6
80
5.3 cu. ft. capacity

7.46

8.8 cu. ft. capacity electric
top load high eﬃciency dryer 02668132
washer 02628132
Gas dryer priced higher
Reg. 1059.99 ea.
Only available at Sears Hometown Stores.

available in both
fixed and operable
styles from such
brands as Hy-Lite.
Certain windows
feature black, satin
or brass caming to
offset beveled glass
pieces and other
privacy textured
glass, while other
windows boast
silkscreened designs.

colors and ready
to install out of the
box. The company
includes a touch-up
container of paint
for convenience.

• For natural hues
that accent and add
contrast to siding,
consider applying
mortarless stone
veneer as full accent walls on your
home’s exterior or
• Soft touches,
as a half wall/wainsuch as adding new scot application.
colorful pillows
Check out easyto a front porch
to-install prodswing, laying out a
ucts, available at
new welcome mat
manufacturers like
or hanging a flag,
ClipStone. Colors
can give your home
of their Ledgestone
cozy, colorful curb
and ProStack styles
appeal.
include Ash, Poinset, Sand and Tan.
• Add color to
shutters, door and
window surrounds, • Pressure wash
and other trim piec- and repaint where
necessary to restore
es. Start with low
maintenance poly- your home to its
original colorful
urethane pieces
that are moisture-, splendor.
insect- and rotresistant. Through Using color strategically, you can
the Classic Color
Program available make your home
more valuable to
at Nu-Wood, you
potential buyers or
can have pieces
pre-painted in any just more personalof 9,000 Sherwin- ized for your own
Williams paint
tastes.

“Business Classifieds” are $13.00 for 4 weeks, 20 words or less.
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Cancel Out Noise By Soundproofing Your House
by Danny Lipford

20

(NAPS)—Your
home is meant to
be a retreat from
the world—quiet
and relaxing. However, that peaceful
setting can quickly
turn to chaos when
unwanted noise
enters the picture.
The good news
is that there are
several things you
can do to prevent
unwanted sounds
from interrupting
your activities,
whether you’re
resting, working
or enjoying some

Building Materials • Appliances • Firearms

BRIGHAM
HARDWARE, Inc

213 Donelson Pkwy • Dover, Tennessee • (931) 232-5376
Andy Brigham, Owner

much-needed leisure time.
1. Use soundproofing insulation in
your walls and ceilings. This typically
has the most dramatic effect in reducing sound than
any other strategy.
Opt for insulation
that has a dense
composition and
nondirectional fiber
structure for better
sound suppression.
Many contractors
recommend Roxul
Safe’n’Sound
because it is highly
effective and easy
to install—even for
a do-it-yourselfer.
It also offers superior fire protection
and is Greenguard
certi-fied for indoor
air quality. For
best results, install

resilient channels
before applying
drywall.
2. Replace older
appliances with
quieter models. If
your dishwasher
sounds like a
freight train running through the
house, then it might
be time to replace
it. Fortunately,
many of today’s
dishwashers are
designed with quiet
technology, reducing the noise level
by half or more.
3. Decorate with
sound-absorbing
materials. A vast
array of products
are available to
help your soundreduction strategy.
Try using decorative acoustic ceiling tiles, carpeting
and area rugs or
sound-blocking
drapes. Opting
for materials that
absorb sound will
help reduce echoes
and rever-berations
from within a
room.
4. Ditch the hollow-core doors.
These often come
standard, especially
in new homes.
Replace them with
solid-core models. They’re more
expensive but they
make a remarkable
difference. Some
solid-core doors

even use premium
core materials,
such as stone wool,
which increase fire
resistance, as well.
5. Keep noise
under wraps. Calm
the sound of noisy
pipes with plumbing insulation.
Air ducts can also
cause nuisance
sound. Duct wrap
is an inexpensive
solution. Apply
where possible, and
insist on it during
the installation of
any new HVAC
system.
6. Let in light, not
sound. If you need
to replace your
windows, you’ll
notice a significant
difference in the
way newer models
stop sound from
in-filtrating your
home. If you’re
not ready for the
expense, a tube of
acoustic caulking
and weather stripping can soften
unwanted outdoor
noise.
Learn More
For further facts,
go to www.roxul.
com.
Mr. Lipford is a home
improvement expert and host of the
nationally syndicated
TV and radio show
“Today’s Homeowner with Danny
Lipford.”
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You can place an ad over the phone with a credit/debit card.
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Prep Your
Home For Fall

(NAPS)—As the
days get shorter
and the kids go
back to school,
prepare for the
cooler weather by
getting organized
and completing basic main-tenance.
You’ll save money,
time and space!

Keep It
Moving
After heavy summer use, clean out
gunk from sliding
glass door tracks.
Then apply WD40® Multi-Use
Product, available
in an easy-to-store
3-oz handy can, to
lubricate and prevent sticking and
squeaking.

broken items; and
store the rest in
airtight containers.
Now you’ll have
more room in closets and drawers for
fall must-haves like
umbrellas, coats
and sweaters.

Cut The
Cost
Most people only
think to run their
ceiling fans during
the summer, but
many units come
with a switch that
reverses the direction of the blades.
Switching the
blades’ rotation to
clockwise from
counterclockwise
makes the room
warmer.

Air pooled to the
The handy can is
ceiling is circulated
also great for lubriback into the living
cating zippers and
space, which can
suitcase wheels,
cut your heating
and removing cray- costs as much as 10
on from walls and percent.
sticky residue from
metal and glass.

Protect
Your
Clothing
Exchange Investment

As the temperature
cools, wash summer must-haves
like beach towels,
swimsuits and
summer clothing. Then donate
gently used pieces
your family has
outgrown; toss
stained, ripped or

Furnace maintenance is key to
ensuring it stays
in good condition
throughout the
heating season.
Dirty filters restrict airflow and
increase energy
demand. To prevent

expensive problems, check filters
once a month and
replace or clean as
needed. If replacing your filter once
a month is a hassle,
consider switching to a permanent
filter, such as an
electrostatic or

HEPA filter, which
can remove 99
percent of airborne
particles. For more
information about
how WD-40 MultiUse Product in
the 3-oz can helps
make home maintenance easier, visit
wd40.com.

$140

Get low monthly payments on a
Mahindra eMax 22 w/ as low as

$140 PER MONTH*
*Add a loader for only +$45 per month!

wellstractor.net

see dealer for details.
October 31st, 2017.

“Personal Classifieds” are $9.00 for 4 weeks, 20 words or less.
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